Consigned by Flacco Family Farms, LLC, Alexis, IL

LOURHIANON

(Illinois Eligible)

BAY COLT; Foaled April 4, 2016; Brand 3P856

Consigned by Flacco Family Farms, LLC, Alexis, IL

LOURHIANON

(Windsong’s Legacy 3,1:53.......................)

Lou’s Legacy 2,1:58.3h..........................

Lady Love McBur 3,2:07.3h..........................

LOURHIANON

(Ritorna Me .............................................)

Brilliant Victory .................................

B L Dream 2,2:04.................................

By LOU’S LEGACY 2,1:58.3h ($92,750) by Windsong’s Legacy 3,1:53. Career: 9 (5-2-0) averaging over $10,000 per start. Half-brother to MALABAR MAN 3,1:53.1 ($171,898), MISS LOU 3,1:56.3, MOON IN MY SHINE 3,1:57.4, LOU’S CREDIT REPORT (M) 2:02.4, LOUS CIPHER 3,1:55.4, LOU’S GAME N MATCH (M) 3,1:59h, LOUGAZI 2,2:00.2, LOUDANZ LEGACY 2,2:14.3h, etc. 2017 two-year-olds include TRUE DETECTIVE 2,2:01.2, BIG LOU 2,2:01.1, LOU’S SILVER STAR (M) 2,2:05.3h, IMI JUGGERNAUT (M) 2,2:05.4h, etc.

1st Dam

RITORNA ME ($1,150) by Brilliant Victory. In only 9 lifetime starts, race timed 2:01.3, 2:02, 2:02.3, etc. Dam of 5 of racing age including a 2- and 3-year-old, 3 raced, including:

LOUS PRIMO (h, Lou’s Legacy) ($3,766). At 2, winner Illini S. at Charleston; second in Big Ten S. at Paris and NICA S. at Belvidere; third in NICA S. at Sandwich. Now 3.

Fools Goldchip (g, Bands Gold Chip) ($2,061). At 2, third in NICA S. at Belvidere with 6 checks in 6 starts at 2, all in Stake races.

Lous Mimi (m, Lou’s Legacy). Now 2.

2nd Dam

B L DREAM 2,2:04 ($26,321) by Dakota Spur 3,1:57.4. At 2, winner ISS at Hoosier Park and leg of Indiana Series 23 at HOP (second in Final); third in legs of ISS at INFS at Indianapolis. Dam of 8 living foals, 6 raced. Dam of:

GOOD AND PLENTY 3,1:57.1; 1:55.4 (m, Giant Triumph) ($430,097). 40 wins. At 2, race timed 2:02.2. At 3, 29 (8-4-2) with seasonal earnings of $65,533 and winner Speedy Weedy S., Illini S. at Marshall, NICA S. at Cambridge, Big Ten S. at Altamont, IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.; third in $55,000 Final), AA County Fair Challenge at DuQuoin and Singer Memorial (leg) at The Meadowlands; second in Lady Ann Reed S. (elim.) and Windy Skeeter S.; third in Singer Memorial (leg). At 3, race timed 1:56. At 4, winner Lifetime Dream S. (leg; second in $50,547 Final; third in leg) at Woodbine.

VICTORIOUS DREAMER 3,2:07.1h; 3,2:04.4h (g, Brilliant Victory) ($19,650). 4 wins. At 2, race timed 2:04.4. At 3, winner Illini S. at Marshall, Urbana and Charleston and Big Ten S. at Farmer City; second in NICA S. at Cambridge and Big Ten S. at Altamont; third in Cardinal S. (elim.), MWIRA S. at Jacksonville and NICA S. at Henry. At 3, race timed 1:58.2.

SILKY BAND 2,2:10.1h (h, Bands Gold Chip) ($5,683). At 2, winner NICA S. at Knoxville; second at Henry; race timed 2:04.3. At 3, race timed 2:02.

3rd Dam

GATOR GITTER by Texas 3,1:57.3. Dam of 8 foals, including:

BL GATORADE 2,2:07.4; 3,2:06.1; 4,1:59.3f (m, Dakota Spur) ($52,310). At 2, winner ISS; second in leg of Genesis S.; third in Indiana Sired S., at HOP. At 3, winner leg of ISS at HOP; second in leg and third in leg of ISS; second in INFS at Converse (twice); third in IS 28 Final at HOP. At 3, race timed 2:01.2. Dam of MISS GATOR 4,1:57.1 ($65,805). Florida Kiss (m, Rodney’s Best). Dam of Where’s the Action 2:01.3h and HIGH HILL SPIRIT 1:57.1 ($169,748).

4th Dam

SILKEN by Speedster 4,1:59.4. Dam of:

GO GATOR 2,2:06.2; 3,2:00.2 (h, Texas) ($48,322). At 2, second in CG Stake at The Meadows.; third at Vernon Downs, in Open EC at Saratoga and EC at The Meadowlands. At 3, second in Stake at Vernon Downs. Race timed 1:58.3 at 3.

GATOR GROWL 3,2:01; 2:00.4f (h, Texas) ($139,962). Multiple EC and LC placed at 3. Race timed 1:59.2 at 3.

Sir Hanover 2,T2:05; 3,2:02.4 (g, Hickory Smoke) ($24,695). At 2, second and third in LC at Vernon Downs; second in Stakes at Liberty Bell Park; third at The Meadows. At 3, third in EC at Freestate and in Stakes at Vernon Downs. Race timed 2:01.1 at 3.

Orange And Blue 3,2:04.2f; 4,2:03f (h, Florida Pro) ($57,848). At 3, third in LC at Blue Bonnets. Race timed 2:00.4 at 3.

5th Dam

P.T. KISS by Volomito 3,2:03 1/4. Dam of 12 foals, 7 winners, including:

TIE SILK 2,2:07.1; 3,2:00.2 (h, Rodney) ($365,804). 35 wins. At 2, second in Hoosier Futurity. At 3, second in Hambletonian, Matron, Horseman Futurity and Kentucky Futurity. As aged, winner American-National, Roosevelt International, Canada Derby, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS

Illinois Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Great Midwest Trot